Opportunities for Postdocs - 4/11/2023

Sarveswaran, Valli <v.sarveswaran@missouri.edu>
Tue 4/11/2023 10:31 AM

To: MU PostDoc Scholars <gc_postdocscholars@missouri.edu>

Presentations/Workshops

- **Show Me Research Week**
  - April 17-21, 2023
  - Show Me Research Week is a celebration of the research and scholarship that makes Mizzou a Tier 1 Research Institution.

- **Creating Boundaries to Shift out of “Overing”**
  - Offered by gradESSENTIAL
  - Thursday, April 13 from 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. or Friday, April 14 from 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
  - Presenter: Dr. Tamara Yakaboski, An expert insider with two decades as a scholar, leader, and educator
  - The academic culture of ‘yes-ing’ can leave graduate students and postdocs with a bitter taste of guilt, resentment, and demotivation. Yet the choices you make now shape your next steps and your career identity. This 3-hour interactive workshop will introduce you to a practice of continually setting boundaries in response to your why - your values and purpose in your life and work. A critical part of this conversation is what are your patterns of overing, ie overscheduling, overcommitting, overworrying, and overwhelm, and how to get back in alignment with your values and purpose while negotiating the political and bureaucratic systems of academia. Bonus: Hot Box cookies will be delivered!

- **Grant Writing, Funding, and Research Development**
  - Offered by gradESSENTIAL
  - Friday, April 14 from 12:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. (lunch included)
  - Functioning like a mini-conference, participants will be able to attend multiple sessions. Join us for a networking lunch, followed by a menu of workshops including finding funding, fellowships, career paths related to research development. The workshop will conclude with giveaways and door prizes.

- **Morning Writing Retreat**
  - Offered by gradESSENTIAL
  - Saturday, April 15 from 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
  - In-person writing retreat with coffee and pastries provided. A dedicated time and space for productivity. Participants share writing goals before committing to independent (quiet) work. At the conclusion of the event, we share motivations for next steps.

- **The Science of Interpersonal Interactions**
  - This one-hour professional development webinar, geared toward STEM graduate students and early-career professionals, breaks interpersonal interactions down into two distinct but interacting parts: sending messages and receiving them.
  - Presenter: Xu Simon
  - When: 4/19/2023 12 pm

- **Navigating AI Plagiarism**
  - Where: Online Virtual Meeting
  - Presenter: Guy Wilson
  - When: 4/25/2023 1:00 - 2:00 pm

- **Communicating your Research (virtual workshop)**
  - Offered by gradESSENTIAL
  - Wednesday, April 26 from 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Regardless of academic discipline or career aspirations, it is important for graduate students to learn the tenets of telling their story and begin developing a brief research talk for both scholarly and public audiences.

- **2023 NextProf Nexus future faculty workshop on Georgia Tech’s campus**
  - August 28-31, 2023
  - Jointly hosted by Georgia Tech, the University of Michigan, and University of California, Berkeley

**Diverse Career Opportunities**

- **Executive Director of Research and Innovation Initiatives** - Texas Southern University, Houston, TX
  - Advanced degree (Masters, MPH, PhD, DrPh) in Public Health, Epidemiology, Health Economics/Outcomes, medicine, life sciences, statistics, economics, or pharmacy required.
- **Executive Director of Research and Innovation Initiatives** - Texas Southern University, Houston, TX
  - Master's degree or Bachelor's degree with two years of specifically relevant experience

Previously shared opportunities that are still open can be viewed [here](#).

Please do not hesitate to email me or click [here](#) to schedule an appointment to discuss grant writing, career opportunities, or any other matters concerning you.

Thanks,

Valli

---

**Valli Sarveswaran, PhD (he/him/his)**

*Director of Postdoctoral Education*

210 Jesse Hall | Columbia MO 65211

v.sarveswaran@missouri.edu

**O:** (573) 882-9577 | **C:** (574) 855-7675

*Schedule an appointment with Valli*

**W:** [gradschool.missouri.edu/postdoctoral-education](http://gradschool.missouri.edu/postdoctoral-education)

**W:** [linkedin.com/in/sarveswaran](http://linkedin.com/in/sarveswaran)

---

**University of Missouri**